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Translation!
Bible Translation has started for the 10,000 or so Solos speaking people. We have
As for me, I
wanted to say that for so long. Many people have worked, prayed, and dreamed
will always
of this. Now we’re at the beginning!
have hope; I
For six weeks from late May to early July, nine Solos men and women
will praise
participated in the Translator’s Training
you more
Course (TTC1). They went home from
the course equipped to actually do Bible and more.
translation in the village.

The Solos team (along with a mentor) at TTC1

Prayer Corner
Praises:
 Translation is started!
 An amazing TTC1
 A great translation team
 Endurance during the long course
 A visit from Christy’s sister! (see p. 2)
Requests:
 Ongoing translation. Satan fights this
work in many ways.
 Health for our whole family
 Wisdom in forming a Solos
Language Committee
 Unity and dedication for the
translation team

Psalm 71:14
After a week off, which we all needed,
eight Solos translators met on the third
Monday in July to lay out the immediate
task of Joshua 1-12. We formed two
groups and divided up the work between
them. Then Tuesday through Friday they translated.
It is a thrill to watch Bible translation drafting
happening in two Solos villages.
Rejoice with us that we have started. Pray with us
as we go forward.

Larry building a human
timeline with TTC1 participants. Christy doing
the less glamorous side
of kitchen management.
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Christy’s Page
During the Translator Training Course I found myself
very busy. The job of Kitchen Manager fell to me as
there was no one else to fill the role. Even though it
was a lot of work I enjoyed it for the most part. Most
of my time was not spent in the kitchen, but rather
shopping for food and keeping the paperwork
straightened out. These three awesome cooks made
delicious meals and kept everyone a bit happier.

My sister’s visit!

Sabra, my sister, came to visit with us for three weeks. We
had a great time hanging out and catching up. We also
enjoyed a hike through the swamp and a couple canoe
excursions.

Meet Baby Jerika
Our closest neighbors,
who we lived with for a
while, recently added this
beautiful baby girl to their
family. Before she was born
we were given the honor of
naming the child. “What if
they don’t like the name we
pick?” we worried.
We decided to write
down a few boy and girl
names and let them choose
from them. They chose my
#1 girl name!
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